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A bstract Neutral Bearn Injection fNBI)is an effective way to improve the e币ciency of to 

mak heating system ．This article primarily introduces a work on the pressure distribution inside 

the tank of NBI heating system ，especially inside the neutralizer，which is got by selecting a proper 

mathematical model and constructing a series of rational calculating~rmulas on pressure distribu— 

tion．Furthermore，we simulate the pressure distribution by the Monte Carlo method．Comparing 

the result of simulation with that of theoretical calculation．we find that both the results are very 

close each other．showing their mutual validity． 
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1 Introduction 

In the field of controlled nuclear fusion，Neutral Bearn 

Injection fNBI1 is an effective way to improve the NBI 

heating efIiciency． Since the early 1970’s．there have 

been many successfu1 examples of heating systems for 

tokamak． In China．research in the field of NBI is 

rather rare．The Institute of Plasma Physics started the 

NBI project in the middle 1980’s．but the project was 
stopped for some reasons after several years of study． 

The NBI project was resumed in the HT．7 tokamak 

again in September，2002．UP to now，we have made 

some progress．In the course of constructing NBI heat— 

ing system，there are many theoretical and experimen- 

tal issuses；which must be considered such as pressure 

distribution inside of the NBI system，ion source，high 

voltage，magnetic field and high power measurement， 

etc．This article mainly discusses the axial pressure dis— 

tribution of NBI heating system，especially the pressure 

distribution inside the neutralizer gas cell，and calca— 

lates exactly the pressure distribution in the tank by se— 

lecting a proper mathematical mode1．W hen analyzing 

the pressure distribution，the gas source coming from 

ion sources，the wall of the tank，re—ionization 1OSS，etc． 

are taken into account．Finally,we have simulated the 

pressur e distribution inside the neutralizer cell based 

on a mathematical model by the M onte Carlo method． 

The result of the simulation CAaC is very close to that 

of theoretical calculation to a certain extent certifies 

the correctness of the mathematical model to a certain 

extent． 

2 Analysis on gas source of NBI 

heating system 

The NBI heating system is generally shown in 

Fig．1【川． It contains a neutralizer，a tank．an ion． 

bending magnet，a drift tube，a vacuum pump system， 

etc． The basic aim of the system is to transform a 

high-energy ion beam into a high-energy neutral parti— 

cle beam and then transport the particles to the toka— 

mak．All these components offer a basic condition for 

NBI system operation．The neutralizer neutralizes the 

high—energy ion beam．The ion—bending magnet bends 

the Ha—neutralized ion beam toward the ion dump．The 

drift tube transports the neutralized ion beam to the 

tokamak．The vacuum pump system maintains the nec— 

essary pressure for the NBI operation． 

Generally speaking，in the vacuum area，there are 

mostly three kinds of gas sources：the residual gas corn— 

ing from ion source and neutralizer，the sputtering gas 

bringing forth a bending magnet effect that bends an- 

neutralized high—energy ion beam to ion dum p，and the 

deflation of tank wall due to scattering beam．Fig．1 

shows these kinds of gases． All of these gases sup— 

ply for neutralizing operation．Theoretically，the more 

gas in the neutralizer，the more easily the high-energy 

ion beams will be neutralized，when going through the 

neutralizer．However，too much gases will increase re— 

ionization loss of the high—energy neutral beam． 

a． Intake quantity Qs of ion source and residual gas 

quantity Q ． 
In order to change the amount of current，it is nec— 

essary to supply various quantities of gas to the ion 

source． Generally speaking，the gas utilization factor 

of the ion source is 50％． For a 60 A，30 keV high— 

energy H ion beam，its intake quantity needs to be 

Qs=1．696 Pa·m0 s，Qi=0．849 Pa·m0r／s or so．The 
calculations go as follows： 

Let’s suppose the beam intensity of the ion beam is 

／0，and the relative scale of H ，H ，H is￡l：￡2：g3． 
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Cryopump 

Fig．1 Structural diagram of NBI system 

Qlorus 

And generally when taking 1 Pa·m ～ 2．6×10 ’ 

molecules【2_
，
then the corresponding Pa．m3 quan． 

tity of Ut，H ，H is FI=I．188x 10_。／o‘￡l， 
F2：2．375× 10一 ／0·￡2，F3 3．563x i0一 ／o·￡3 respec— 

tively． So the equivalent gas quantity carrying away 

by the high-energy ion beams is Fion = F1+ F2+ ． 

The intake quantity of the ion source Qs is Qs= ， 
ll 

where叩is the gas utilization factor of the ion source． 

In a steady—state condition，the residual quantity of the 

ion sou．rce is Q =Q。一 。n．When／0=60 A，?7=50％， 

then Q。=1．696 Pa·m s，qi=0．849 Pa·m s． 

b． Quantity of operating gas Qn in the neutralizer 

The quantity of operating gas in the neutralizer 

mainly comes from the ion source and the intake gas 

system．The gas quantity of neutralizer coming from 

the ion source is Qi= ·(只 一Ps)，where Cs is the 
tube conductance of the ion source． The intake gas 

quantity is expressed as QD．High-energy ion beams 
can be interacted with operating gas going through the 

neutralizer．So we define the gas in the neutralizer as 

the gas target．For different high-energy beamlines，dif- 

ferent thicknesses of gas—target being often a function 

of the ion-beam energy are needed．There is an optimal 

gas target thickness for every kind of ion beam，which 

will be discussed in detail as follows． 

According to some references[引
． we obtain： 

Fo(n)= {1一exp[一r／(a01+ lo)】) (1) 

where：F0(Ⅱ)is the ratio of the neutralized high— 
energy ion beam to the un-neutralized one after go— 

ing through the neutralizer；F is the quilibrium ratio 

= 1imⅡ一十 F0(Ⅱ)；Ⅱis the gas target thickness 
fL 

Ⅱ ／ ng( )d ； o1，0"10 are the collision cross sec— 
tions of high—energy ions． 

We usually take F0(Ⅱ) 0．95 ，then 

Fo(n)= {l—exp[一／／(e01+ l0)】) 0．95 ，(2) 

from it，we have 

Ⅱ > 3 

0"01十 0"10 

If the optimal gas—target thickness given，the aver— 

age pressur e of the neutralizer P will be approximately 

acquired．And the pressure difference between the two 
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ends of neutralizer is△P ≈ 2P．So the quantity operat— 

ing gas in the neutralizer Qn is Qn=△P· ．Here Cn 
is the computed conductance of the neutralizer based 

on a fbrmu1a[4_
． 

Fo r our NBI heating system，the length of the neu- 

tralizer is L= 1．4 m．and the diameter is D =25 cm[引
． 

Furthermore，if the energy of the high-energy ion beam 

is 30 keV．then the quantity of operating gas in the 

neutralizer is Qn=1．803 Pa·m。second． 

c． Other gas sources of the tank 

(1)Equivalent gas source generated by the unneu- 
tralized high—energy ion beam Qion． 
After the high-energy ion beam passing through the 

neutralizer，it is partially neutralized．The unneutral— 

ized part can be deflected from the axis of the neutral 

beam by a bending magnet． If the neutralizing effi— 

ciently is r／G，then 

?7G·Fi。 ， p (1 r／G)·Fi。 ， 

Qi。 i。 ·Fdump "Yi。 ·(1一r／G)-Fi。 ， 

where"Yion is the high-energy ion absorption efficiency 

of ion dumps，usually"Yion= 1．Supposing叼G= 0．703， 

then we can get Qion 0．252 Pa·m s． 

(2)Equivalent quantity of gas source generated by 
the ionized neutral-beam transmission Qreion1． 
The reionization of high—energy neutral beams dur - 

ing their transmission in the tank is undesirable，so we 

need to decrease the re—ionization loss of the neutral 

beam． Supposing the ratio of re—ionization loss is仇 ， 

usually叩l<5％．Here，assuming r／1 5％，then we ob- 

tain Qreion1≈r／1·f =0．032 Pa·m s． 

(3)Equivalent quantity of gas source generated by 
beam—defining plates QL． 
The beam-defining plates are used to control the 

shape of the neutral beam and the filter-fringe neutral 

beam where the density is less than that of center neu- 

tral beam [7_
． Under the action of beam—defining plates． 

the circular neutral beamline becomes rectangular．If 

P12 is the ratio of beam —defining plates intercepting 

Fn，then we can make use of the following equation to 

compute the equivalent gas quantity QL： 

QL≈ ·P12-(1一v1)F ， (5) 

where"YL is the sputtering coemcient．usually "YL =1． 

P12 is variable and it can be adjusted during the exper— 
iment．It P12=0．1．then QL=0．057 Pa·m3 s． 

d． Analysis on the gas source in the drift chamber． 

A calorimeter and a cryopump are placed in the 

drift chamber． The pump speed of cryopump is de- 

termined，depending on the vacuum ke pt enough in 

the drift chamber without deteriorating the vacuuln 

of HT一7 tokamak system． The main gas sour ce in 

the drift chamber system comes from the re—ionization 

loss generated by the high—energy neutral beam in the 

course of the transmission and diffusion gases coming 

from the tank．Both quantities of the gases are about 

10—0 Pa．m0／s order of magnitude．which were not given 
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Pulse time／s Fig．3 Computation model of neutralizer cell pressure 

Fig．2 Various curves of the vacuum pressure in the tank 

here separately one by one 

3 Theoret ical calculat ion of 

vacuum pressure distribution 

a． Calculation of pressure distribution in the tank 

chamber． 

From the above analysis，the pressure in the tank 

chamber P1(t)can be derived from[ ． 

v
d
—

P1
—

(t) 
d亡 =e +Qi。 +Q 。i。 1+QL—el2一S1· P1(￡)，(6) 

where V is the volume of the tank，V = 3．5 m3
， S1 is 

the pump speed，and the initial condition P0 of Pl(t)is 
the background pressure of the tank，If P1(0)=P0= 
4 x i0～ Pa，then 

P1(t)：晏(1一。一 )+PO 
where Q=Qc+Qion+Qreion1+QL—Q12，and it varies 

with the energy of the injection beam．Based on the 

supposed energy,we can obtain Q = 2．141 Pa·m0／s． 

Fig．2 shows the pressure／'1(t)varying with Q when V 
is 3．5 m and S1 is 4x10 l／s． 

b． Calculation of pressure distribution in the neu— 

tralizer cel1． 

Pressure distribution in the neutralizer cell is more 

complicated than any of the others． A model in the 

following figur e is used to compute it． 

Fig．3 shows that the neutralizer is divided into n 

segments which have the same volume V and the same 

conductance C． Furthermore，the center pressure of 

each segment is regarded as one of the corresponding 

segments Pi． W hen the gas flows from the last seg—． 

ment into the tank chamber．its displacement is only 

one half of that of other segments and the conductance 

is expressed as C1．Then we obtain the following series 

of di rential equations： 

dP 0
=  ．(Ps—Po)+Q fr—C(Po—P1)， 

dP1
= c．(PO—P1)一c．(P1一P2) 

= c 一 Pd ( 一％ ) 

dPn-1
= c．(R一2一 一1)一c．(R一1一 )， 

= c．(R一。一R)一c。．( —P1) 

But P1 is determined by equation(5)，and after con— 
sidering the effect of C1，we can rewrite it as the fol— 

lowing： 

dP1 
— d—t ( —P1)+匆一S1．P1 

Clearing up these equations，we obtain 

dP0 C + Ci 
一 = 一 一  
dt ／／, PO+ P1+ Ps+了Qpuff

／／' ／／' ， (9) 王， 

： 一

C 
一 1—2 + +1， ： l，2，．．

d t ／／' ／／' ／／' 。 

= 导 一半 R+导 ， 
dP1

=  

C1 

d￡ 

C1+ S 
p． 1 

Q 
十  

·

，n-1，(10) 

(11) 

where (i=0，2，⋯，n)is the pressure of each seg— 
ment field，"is their volume and C，C1 are their conduc— 

tances，P1， S1 is the pressure of the tank，the tank 
volum e，and

．

the pumping speed of the cryopump re- 

spectively,Q is the total amount of gas deflation，air 
leakage and other gas flows． It determines the back— 

ground pressure of the system，and theoretically its 

value is much less than that of C1．(Pn—B)． 

The Runge—Kutta method is used to solve these equa— 

tions，and its solution can be demonstrated by using 

equation(10)．Here supposing 0=2 ，6=c= ， 

then = 一。 + 6 
一 。+ c + ．using the Runge— 

Kutta method to analyze the equation[8]．we have 

，
j+1= +

A t(K
lij+2 ij+2 ij+ 巧)， 

Klij= 一a· j+ b· 一 i，j+l+ C· +i
，J， 

巧=一。．( +A
2

tK
1巧)+6． --1,j-F1-~-C" +1， ， 

i=l，2，3⋯ ，n—l， J=l，2，⋯ ，m， 
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Fig．4 Various curves of vacuum pressure distribution in 

the neutralizer 

K 

i， 

一

。．( j+A
2

tK
2巧)+6- --1,j+l+C" +1，j， 

一 0·(P~j+At K3ij)+b· 一1，j+l+c·Pi+l， ，(13) 

where P and P ¨ are the terative values of Pt for 

No ．and No + 1 respectively and are the iterative 

values of P J for No J，Klij，K2tj，K3tj，K4ij are 

the iterative values of K ，K2，K3，K4文 Pt for No．J 
respectively． For other difierential equations，similar 

conclusions can be made by solving them in the same 

way．By using these iterative formulas，the pressure dis— 

tribution in the neutralizer cell can be calculated．And 

the results of these calculations are shown in Fig．4． 

Furthermore，in order to avoid confusion of the itera- 

tive value，we must choose an appropriate iteration step 

length At．The following Table 1 shows the relation of 

the iteration step length and the maximum number of 

segm ents． 

Table 1． The relation of the iteration step length and the 

maximum number of segments 

4 Result of pressure distribution 

by M onte Carlo simulation 

Theoretically，we have discussed the pressure distri— 

bution of the NBI system． But its correctness is un- 

known，to this end，here we decided to verify it by 

Mont Carlo simulation． The axial pressure distribu- 

tion in the neutralizer and tank，along with pressure 

change in the neutralizer during the process of opera- 

tion is simulated． In the following，we discuss briefly 

the axial pressure distribution in the neutralizer as an 

example of simulation． 

The principle of Monte Carlo simulation is to divide 

the neutralizer into n segments(generally n>50)．All 
of the gas molecules entering the neutralizer and their 

propagation paths are tracked and recorded． W hen 

one gas molecule passes through one segment，we make 

ni=ni+1(where ni s the number of molecules passing 

this segment)．After tracking a good many of molecules， 
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Length of neutralizer／cm 

Fig．5 Various curves of vacuum pressure in the neutralizer 

by M ote Carlo simulation 

we can use the equation P = nkT to calculate the rela- 

tive gas density over each segment．Then，we can con- 

vert the relative gas density into actual pressur e of the 

neutralizer．The following figure shows the pressur e dis- 

tribution of the neutralizer when number of simulated 

gas molecules is 10 ． 

From the Fig．5，we can find that the result of the 

Monte Carlo simulation is consistent with that of the 

theoretica1 calculation．showing that both of them are 

va】id． 
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